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Abstract—A new class of parallel-coupled line filters with broad
stopband response is introduced. The design is based on the
synthesis of bandpass prototypes with pre-defined upper stop-
band characteristics. The new filters have uniform- and stepped-
impedance resonators, some of which are loaded by open-circuited
stubs at their open-circuited ends. A seventh-order filter imple-
mentation is presented with a fundamental passband centered
at 1 GHz. The measured wide-band transmission characteristic
of the filter demonstrated a broad upper stopband and was in
agreement with simulations. The performance of the new filter is
also compared with the characteristic of a conventionally designed
filter to highlight the advantages of the proposed design method.

Index Terms—Capacitively loaded resonators, high-pass/band-
pass filter prototypes, parallel-coupled line (PCL) filters, spurious
stopband rejection, uniform/stepped-impedance resonators.

I. INTRODUCTION

PARALLEL-COUPLED line (PCL) filters [1] do not re-
quire ground connections and, thus, are easily fabricated in

planar form. They have traditionally been used to realize pass-
band bandwidth ratios ranging from as small as 1.02 : 1 to as
large as 3 : 1 [2]. Another advantage of PCL filters is that their
resonators can be folded into hairpin form, making them suit-
able for applications with space restrictions [18], [19]. However,
when this class of filters is realized on an inhomogeneous media
such as microstrip or coplanar waveguide, it suffers from poor
upper stopband performance and typically has spurious pass-
bands centered at harmonics of the fundamental passband center
frequency, .

Considerable efforts to improve the stopband performance
of microstrip PCL filters have been directed at suppressing
the harmonic spurious passband located at . This was done
by compensating for the difference between the even- and
odd-mode phase velocities of the inhomogeneous media in a
variety of ways. In one approach, the coupled lines were loaded
by lumped capacitors [3] or meandered [4]. Other approaches
introduced ground-plane apertures underneath the coupled lines
[5]–[7] or utilized suspended substrates with dielectric overlay
[8], [9]. Other attempts to suppress the undesired spurious
passbands introduced geometrical perturbations to the uni-
form-impedance resonators in the coupling regions [10]–[14],
loaded them by split-ring resonators [15], or alternatively
utilized stepped-impedance resonators [16]. More recently, a
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PCL filter with uniform-impedance resonators loaded by open-
circuited stubs at all its open-circuited ends demonstrated
suppression of the second- and third-ordered harmonic pass-
bands [17]. However, the design approach presented requires
generalization.

This paper presents a circuit-oriented design approach for
PCL filters based on classical network synthesis techniques.
The advantages of this approach are primarily design insight
and exploitation of all parameters of a transfer function leading
to optimum network topologies. The new PCL filters are derived
from synthesized bandpass prototypes with controlled upper
stopband responses. This is done by systematic application of
appropriate circuit transformations on the initial bandpass pro-
totype resulting in a class of PCL filters comprising uniform-
and stepped-impedance resonators some of which are loaded
by open-circuited stubs at their open-circuited ends.

This paper begins with an outline in Section II of the tra-
ditional design procedure for PCL filters using uniform- and
stepped-impedance resonators. The new design method is then
presented in Section III. In Section IV, a bandpass filter proto-
type is synthesized and appropriately transformed to a realizable
PCL filter. Finally, in Section V, the measured characteristic of
the new filter is contrasted to the measured performance of a
PCL filter utilizing optimized stepped-impedance resonators.

II. REVIEW OF THE DESIGN OF UNIFORM- AND

STEPPED-IMPEDANCE PCL FILTERS

The traditional design of PCL filters is based on the -plane
high-pass prototype depicted in Fig. 1(a) with being the
Richards variable defined as

(1)

In (1), and are the real and complex frequency variables,
respectively, and is the center frequency of the fundamental
passband in the -plane. This prototype can be synthesized in
the -plane by exact methods [22], [25] and then transformed
to the -plane using (1). The rectangular blocks in the -plane
prototype of Fig. 1(a) are known as unit elements (U.E.s) [25]
and become transmission lines in the -plane, whereas the ca-
pacitors represent open-circuited stubs in the -plane. The dis-
tributed elements in the -plane are all quarter-wave-length long
at . Now each building block in the -plane prototype com-
prises a pair of series capacitors separated by a U.E., and this
can be replaced by a PCL section using the equivalence shown in
Fig. 1(b). The critical property of the transition from the -plane
to the corresponding -plane is that the -plane response of
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Fig. 1. (a) S-plane high-pass prototype. (b) Subsection equivalence.

the prototype becomes a periodic bandpass function with spu-
rious passbands centered at odd multiples of . This is an in-
trinsic property of the prototype of Fig. 1(a). An additional com-
plexity arises when this filter is realized on an inhomogeneous
transmission media due to the inequality between the even- and
odd-mode phase velocities. This effect can be investigated by
utilizing the full matrix (see the Appendix) of each PCL
section in a filter for a known even- to odd-mode velocity ratio. It
can be shown that the effect of the inhomogeneous media creates
additional spurious passbands centered approximately at even
multiples of [3]–[16].

To some extent it is possible to alter the positions of the
spurious passbands of conventional PCL filters by using
stepped-impedance resonators. An excellent account of this
technique presenting useful design equations can be found in
[16]. Fig. 2(a) shows a Type 1 stepped-impedance resonator
where [16]. The design approach using Type 1 res-
onators is briefly explained as follows. The uniform resonators
of each PCL section in a conventional filter [see Fig. 1(b)] are
staggered by a defined amount. This effect is consequently
compensated for by setting the characteristic impedances of the
uncoupled line sections of the resonators to a fixed high value

. Consequently, the length of each uncoupled line in the
filter is then optimized until the return loss of the fundamental
passband is restored. A pair of stepped-impedance resonators
is shown in Fig. 2(b). Intuitively one could conclude that a
change in the stopband performance of a filter will depend on
the amount of stagger and the impedance ratio . Now
the effect of the inhomogeneous media can be investigated
as discussed above. This process could be iterated on until

Fig. 2. (a) Type 1 stepped-impedance resonator from [16]. (b) Pair of coupled
stepped-impedance resonators.

a suitable stopband performance is reached. In general, this
technique offers limited stopband improvement and is best
suited to applications where a small shift in the spurious pass-
bands would block harmonics of the input signal from passing
through the filter. Thus, the spurious passbands of a filter are not
eliminated, but in effect, the stopband characteristic is altered
to suit a particular specification [16]. There is also a Type 2
stepped-impedance resonator with resulting in filters
with slightly different stopband behavior to those utilizing
Type 1 resonators [16]. In the following, we investigate how
the design of PCL filters based on -plane bandpass prototypes
would lead to better stopband performances.

III. DESIGN OF NEW PCL FILTERS

The prototype proposed here is shown in Fig. 3(a). It is clas-
sified as an -plane bandpass prototype with the Richards vari-
able redefined as

(2)

In (2), and are as defined previously, but now is the center
frequency of the first upper stopband in the -plane. Similar
to the -plane high-pass prototype discussed in Section II, this
prototype can be synthesized in the -plane by exact methods
[23]–[25] and then transformed to the -plane using (2). In the

-plane, the U.E.s, capacitors, and inductors of Fig. 3(a) become
transmission lines and open- and short-circuited stubs, respec-
tively, and are all a quarter-wave-length long at . It has been
shown in [26] that the -plane response of an -plane bandpass
prototype is periodic with a fundamental passband centered at

and spurious passbands centered at

and (3)

Thus, synthesis based on an -plane bandpass prototype has
great flexibility in controlling the location of the first pair of
spurious passbands in the -plane. This is possible by selecting
a large commensurate frequency to shift the upper spurious
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Fig. 3. (a) S-plane bandpass prototype. (b) Real frequency response for one
commensurate frequency f . (c) Response after doubling f .

passbands further away from the fundamental passband. Essen-
tially this is the design rationale of the new PCL filters, which
closely resembles the design of conventional bandpass filters
such as combline [20], [21], [24], [25].

A typical -plane response of the proposed prototype is de-
picted in Fig. 3(b) where it is seen that the series -plane LC sec-
tions (i.e., -plane short- and open-circuited stubs) contribute to
multiple transmission zeros at where . By
doubling the commensurate frequency (i.e., moving from to

) leads to the response shown in Fig. 3(c) where the spurious
responses are shifted leaving behind a broad stopband region.

Now we focus our attention on the circuit structure of
Fig. 3(a). Through a number of circuit transformations we con-
vert this into a form that can be implemented using distributed

Fig. 4. Exact circuit transformations. (a) Basic S-plane sub-circuit.
(b) Application of relevant Kuroda transformations. (c) Splitting of the 1 : N
transformer. (d) Distribution of the series capacitor. (e) f -plane subsection
comprising a PCL loaded by an open-circuited stub at the left open-circuited
end.

elements. Consider the -plane sub-circuit shown in Fig. 4(a)
comprising a U.E. separating a pair of series capacitors fol-
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lowed by a series inductor. It is feasible to transform the series
LC section across the U.E. by using relevant Kuroda transfor-
mations [25], [26]. This leads to the sub-circuit of Fig. 4(b),
whose element values are related to those of Fig. 4(a) through
the following relations:

(4)

Now the series capacitor and the U.E. of characteristic
impedance form a single PCL section if a trans-
former is extracted from the existing transformer. The
value of the turns ratio of this transformer is

(5)

leaving a transformer of turns ratio

(6)

This step leads to Fig. 4(c). The transformer together
with the series capacitor and U.E. is the -plane model of an
open-circuited coupled-line section in homogenous media [25].
Thus, let us for a while ignore the shunt capacitor and just
investigate the sub-circuit of Fig. 4(d). If a relevant Kuroda
transformation is applied to spread the series capacitor , then
the following relations:

(7)

hold for the circuits of Fig. 4(d). Hence, the modal impedances
of the PCL section loaded by an open-circuited stub (of charac-
teristic impedance ) at the left open-circuited end are then
evaluated [26] using (7) to give

(8)

This concludes the transformation of the subsection of Fig. 4(a)
into that of Fig. 4(e).

Fig. 5(a) shows an -plane bandpass prototype where the
sub-circuits enclosed in the dashed boxes can be systematically
transformed as just described. The transformation results in the

-plane filter shown in Fig. 5(b). This is only one among many
that could be transformed using the new method. In practical
terms, it might be desirable not to transform all the inductors
across the U.E.s to form PCLs loaded by open-circuited stubs.
This is typically due to extreme element values that might lead
to realization difficulties on a printed circuit board (PCB).

Fig. 5. (a) S-plane bandpass prototype and (b) its corresponding f -plane
filter comprising PCLs loaded by open-circuited stubs at the left open-circuited
ends. (c) An S-plane bandpass prototype; and (d) its corresponding f -plane
filter comprising PCLs loaded by open-circuited stubs at either the left- or
the right-hand-side open-circuited ends. The resulting filters are derived after
application of the circuit transformation scheme described in Fig. 4 on the
sub-circuits enclosed in the dashed boxes of the S-plane prototypes.

To a great extent these constraints can be resolved dependent
on how the initial -plane bandpass prototype is transformed.
For this reason, let us apply the transformation steps to the sub-
sections (enclosed in the dashed boxes) of the -plane prototype
shown in Fig. 5(c). This prototype is identical to that of Fig. 5(a),
except that some of the inductors are now divided into pairs.
Upon transformation, the -plane filter illustrated in Fig. 5(d)
results. As seen from Fig. 5(d), the filter inevitably has some
series short-circuited stubs in its main signal path. We propose
approximating these stubs by sections of high-impedance trans-
mission lines as follows.

A section of transmission line of short electrical length at
and of high characteristic impedance has an input impedance
approximately equal to

(9)

where is the quarter-wave-length frequency of the transmis-
sion line. On the other hand, a series short-circuited stub of
characteristic impedance is resonant at and has an input
impedance at the center of the fundamental passband equal to

(10)

The above equations are approximately equal for passband
bandwidths up to an octave (i.e., 2 : 1 bandwidth ratio) and,
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hence, can be simultaneously solved for the resonant frequency
of the transmission line to give

(11)

Subsequently the physical length of the transmission line can
be evaluated for a given substrate specification. In general, the
higher the line impedance that can be realized, the better the ap-
proximation. However, over half of the total number of -plane
inductors in a prototype is transformed into open-circuited stubs
and, thus, the shape of the -plane transfer function of a proto-
type in the stopband region is maintained after the above ap-
proximation. This completes the filter design approach.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PCL FILTER

Design of a filter is best illustrated using an example fol-
lowing the common approach in filter papers. The outline
specification is to obtain a bandpass filter at 1 GHz with a broad
stopband response. A seventh-order approximation function
was first developed in the -plane [23]–[25]. In the -plane, the
response has a fundamental passband center frequency of
1 GHz and a commensurate frequency of 2.75 GHz, which
according to (3), leads to the existence of a first pair of spurious
passbands centered at 4.5 and 6.5 GHz. The return loss of the
fundamental passband was 16 dB and its bandwidth ratio was
1.22 : 1 (i.e., 20%) leading to lower and upper band-edge fre-
quencies of 0.9 and 1.1 GHz, respectively. Following standard
synthesis, a physically symmetrical -plane network results
and, thus, only half of it is shown in Fig. 6(a).

We shall now examine the inter-resonator couplings after
transforming all the inductors in the prototype into open-cir-
cuited stubs to yield a PCL filter similar in topology to that of
Fig. 5(b). The objective here is twofold: firstly, to numerically
demonstrate the circuit transformation process discussed in
Section III, but secondly, to see how the element values of
the resulting filter are distributed. From the first box [of the
prototype of Fig. 6(a)], we have the following parameters:

(12)

corresponding to a subsection such as that of Fig. 4(a). Now,
according to the relations of (4), a set of element values are
evaluated to give

(13)

This transforms the subsection to that of Fig. 4(b). A
transformer is then extracted from the transformer using
(5). The value of the turns ratio of this transformer is

(14)

Fig. 6. Development of a seventh-order PCL filter. (a) Synthesized S-plane
prototype in a 50-
 system. (b) After splitting some of the inner inductors
into pairs. (c) Topology of the f -plane filter depicting inter-resonator couplings.
(d) Filter’s electrical layout. (The X �X is the plane of symmetry.)

which, according to (6), leaves a transformer of turns
ratio

(15)

This takes us to a sub-circuit of similar topology to that of
Fig. 4(c). The next step is to evaluate the element values of the
sub-circuit of Fig. 4(d) using (7) to give

(16)

Now, according to (8), the modal impedances of the first
pair of PCLs loaded by an open-circuited stub of character-
istic impedance at the left—hand-side
open-circuited end are calculated as

(17)

This concludes the transformation of the first subsection to a
topology similar to that of Fig. 4(e). In a similar fashion, the
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sub-circuits enclosed in the second and third boxes are also
transformed leading to the following element values:

(18)

and

(19)

It must be appreciated that each transformed subsection has a
transformer associated with it. Each of these trans-

formers is eliminated by scaling down the modal impedances
of the PCL sections together with the characteristic impedances
of the stubs in the filter. This step leads to a symmetrical -plane
filter compatible with that of Fig. 5(b) having the following el-
ement values:

(20)

It is desired to construct the filter on an FR4 board with a
substrate thickness of 62 mil (1.57 mm), relative dielectric con-
stant of 4.7, and loss tangent of 0.016. Practical constraints im-
posed by the PCB manufacturer are that any track width and
spacing between tracks must not exceed a minimum of 7 mil
(0.177 mm). From (20), the coupling coefficients of the PCLs
were calculated and the LinCal sub-routine of Agilent’s Ad-
vanced Design System (ADS)1 was utilized to obtain a rough
estimate of physical dimensions. Unfortunately, the resulting di-
mensions were unrealizable on this type of board and, also as
seen from (20), some of the impedances of the stubs are low.
Therefore, transformation of the initial prototype to the pro-
posed network topology of Fig. 5(d) was done. The steps in-
volved are shown in Figs. 6(b) and (c). It can now be seen from
the circuit of Fig. 6(c) that the modal impedances are actually
high and would still be unrealizable on our PCB. Scaling down

1ADS, ver. 2003A, Agilent Technol., Palo Alto, CA.

Fig. 7. PCB layout of the implemented filter.

the impedance matrix representing this circuit is, therefore, nec-
essary at this point. This step changed the system impedance of
the filter from 50 to 50/2.5 and imposes the placement of an
impedance inverter of value 31.62 at each port of the filter.
Each inverter is then approximated by a transmission line and
the scaled series short-circuited stubs [near the filter ports, see
Fig. 6(c)] of characteristic impedance (364.926/2.5) are sub-
sequently transformed into open-circuited stubs using a Kuroda
transformation.

For a seventh-order filter, there is only a pair of series short-
circuited stubs left in the main line of the filter that must be
approximated by high-impedance transmission lines. From
Fig. 6(c), the scaled characteristic impedance of one of these
short-circuited stubs is (737.934/2.5) . The highest charac-
teristic impedance of a transmission that is realizable on
our board is 137 corresponding to a 7-mil-wide (0.177 mm)
track. Thus, using (11), the quarter-wave-length frequency of
the line is evaluated as follows:

GHz (21)

At this stage, tuning of some of the element values of the filter
is required to obtain a flat return loss over the passband. This
leads to the electrical layout of the filter, as shown in Fig. 6(d).
Examination of the inter-resonator couplings and stub imped-
ances show that they can now be easily realized on our PCB.
The electrical layout of filter was then converted into physical
dimensions using ADS and the filter constructed. The overall
length of the filter is 9449 mil (240 mm), as shown in Fig. 7.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured in-band performance of the constructed filter is
shown in Fig. 8. The center frequency of the passband is offset
by 65 MHz (6.5%), which could be compensated for by short-
ening the physical lengths of the transmission-line resonators.
The midband insertion loss was 5.1 dB and the return loss was
greater than 10 dB, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The simulated and
measured wide-band scattering parameters of the filter from dc
up to 10 GHz are illustrated in Fig. 8(b).

This filter was designed in Section IV to theoretically have
its first pair of spurious passbands centered at 4.5 and 6.5 GHz
should it be realized on a homogenous media. However, the sim-
ulated (dark) plot of Fig. 8(b) predicts that the first two spurious
passbands are approximately centered at 5.25 and 7.25 GHz in-
stead of 4.5 and 6.5 GHz. This difference is associated with the
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Fig. 8. Measured and simulated performances of the implemented PCL filter
of Fig. 7. (a) In-band frequency response. (b) Wide-band frequency response.

inequality between the even- and odd-mode phase velocities of
the microstrip media and also partially due to approximating
the inner pair of short-circuited stubs in the -plane filter by
high-impedance transmission lines. In summary, the measured
transmission performance of the filter followed the simulation
and achieved an attenuation level exceeding 39.9 dB (i.e., an ef-
fective rejection level of approximately 35 dB) up to 10 GHz.
As seen from Fig. 8(b), the stopband of the filter has a tendency
to show a spurious passband at the region where the theoretical
spurious passbands would have existed. This is around 6 GHz,
as predicted by the simulation.

At this stage, the performance of the new PCL filter is com-
pared with the characteristic of a conventional filter designed
for the same fractional bandwidth, but of fifth order. The order
of the filter was lowered to reduce the insertion loss level of
its fundamental passband. The conventional filter has optimized
stepped-impedance resonators [according to Fig. 2(a)] with the
following parameters:

mil mm (22)

Its measured characteristic is shown in Fig. 9. As expected,
a shift in the positions of the spurious passbands is observed,
which complies with the argument presented in Section II and
[16]. The measured midband insertion loss of the filter was
3.6 dB. Comparison of the stopband performances of the new
and conventional filters highlights the improvements gained
from the new design methodology.

Fig. 9. Measured and simulated wide-band frequency responses of a
conventional fifth-order PCL filter utilizing optimized (Type 1) stepped-
impedance resonators [16].

VI. CONCLUSION

A circuit-oriented approach for the design of a new class of
PCL filters has been presented in this paper. The PCL filters
are driven from synthesized -plane bandpass prototypes after
appropriate circuit transformations. As a result, the filters have
uniform- and stepped-impedance resonators, some of which are
loaded by open-circuited stubs at their open-circuited ends. In
comparison with the performances of conventional filters uti-
lizing uniform- or stepped-impedance resonators, the new filters
have broader stopband characteristics. This has been illustrated
experimentally by the implementation of practical filters. It is
believed that the new class of PCL filters will find wide usage
in advanced RF/microwave front-end transceivers.

APPENDIX

The matrix of a pair of uniform open-circuited cou-
pled lines in an inhomogeneous media [27] is

(23)

where and are the modal impedances and and are
the even- and odd-mode phase lengths.
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